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Abstract

This work presents an expert system prototype that
integrates concepts from Design Methodology, Artificial
Intelligence, Object-Oriented Modeling and Hydraulic
System Design, developed as a research project using
CLIPS, the project had intensive validation by industrial
and academic experts. The development applied
INTERNET technologies for knowledge harvesting and
user interface. The paper discusses the relevance of
hydraulic systems for maintenance of industrial
equipment, following by a description of the prototype.
Finally, it focuses on how maintainability was dealt with
in the prototype present stage and aspect of expansion
based on interaction with industrial sector.

Introduction    

Due to the needs originated from intense market
transformations, i.e. increasing competitiveness,
technological advances as well as economic globalization,
more companies have been applying Concurrent
Engineering techniques. In this context, the time to market
is as important as the product quality, some researches
show that 80% of a market for a new product is shared
with the first two companies which launch the product
(Brazier and Leonard 1990).

In order to cope with this environment, multidisciplinary
teams grouping, for example, engineers, designers and
market analysts are being integrated to search for ways of
creating quickly and more efficiently new products through
collaborative Concurrent Engineering efforts. There are
many definitions for concurrent engineering, one of them
is quoted as follows:

Concurrent Engineering is as a systematic approach to
the integrated, concurrent design of products and their
related processes, including manufacture and support.
This approach is intended to cause the developers,
from the outset, to consider all elements of the
product life cycle from conception through disposal,
including quality, cost, schedule, and user
requirements (Klement 1993).
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Considering a concurrent engineering (CE) approach,
maintenance aspects must be integrated in the design
process since its conceptual stage (maintainability), this
requires gathering of expertise from different sources
(Takelko 1995). Such expertise includes information from
component manufacturers' catalogues, practical design and
technical guidelines, its amplitude embraces a great deal of
knowledge, not easily available as human expertise,
contributing to computational tools applicability for this
task.

Teams that apply CE seek to overcome some of the
weakest aspects of sequential engineering, when analyzing
the design process from conceptual to prototype stages,
such as:
�  Insufficient product definition;
�  Poor manufacture or assembly study;
�  Insufficient cost estimation;
�  Few guidelines about the detailed design during the
conceptual stage;
�  Great potential for late and expensive changes in the
design.
 It has been widely recognized that great deal of
industrial equipment performance depends upon their
hydraulic systems. Therefore, maintenance has become a
major issue on fluid power systems, and increasingly
drawn more attention from the designers.

 In hydraulic system design, some typical problems
originated from the sequential engineering approach can
include (Silva 1998):
�  Lack of maintenance guidelines during the design phase;
�  Poor involvement of component suppliers in the design
process;
�  Insufficient search for alternative solutions for power
supply and actuation circuits;
�  Incomplete load requirement description which might
lead to an inadequate component and control selection.
 In order to apply a CE approach it is necessary to
develop a model of the design process. Thus to manage
such an integrated environment it is fundamental to
consider the product functional modeling as well as the
process modeling, with its sub-tasks that are related to a
CE perspective.
 Despite its advantages and increasing trends towards CE
effort, its implementation does involve difficulties which
deserve to be, even briefly, addressed here. One of the
main difficulties relates to the ineffectiveness of the design
team, this is mostly due to the lack of experience in the
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field of group working. In order to minimize the risks,
some considerations must be taken into account (Wilson
1991) :
� The team should include a wide variety of skills and
control the most relevant aspects of the design, from the
conceptual stage until the first six months of
manufacturing;
� It is necessary an effective participation of all members
during the design requirements definition, if possible even
involving the customers;
� Establish common goals and plans for all members
since the first design phases;
� Provide an adequate location for members, at least the
representatives from design, process planning and supplier;
� Management should determine that company functional
structure does not interfere with team objectives;
� In order to predict a practical time scale, it is important
to know the complexity of product development and
relative percentage between new and conventional
technologies;
� Also to keep a detailed documentation of each project,
relating complexity and time scale.

As can be noticed, the understanding of CE and its
proper application involve a great deal of knowledge from
different areas. However, such knowledge is spread among
different people in an organization. Therefore, a
computational tool for supporting the designer in applying
those particular types of knowledge can largely improve
the design process.

This paper is organized as follows: next section presents
a brief explanation of the choice for expert system as
implementation paradigm. It is succeeded by a justification
of hydraulics as suitable area for CE projects as well as
expert system development.  Next section shows the
prototype description which includes its functionality and
how the system directly addresses CE in the context of
hydraulic system design. The final section points out
aspects focused on the system expansion to include more
maintenance features.

Expert System Choice

Due to the inherent complexity of CE efforts, performance
of CE teams can be substantially improved by using
computer-assisted tools that are fully integrated and can
provide proper communication among team members. In
order to determine the needed tools, the role of the CE
team needs to be fully understood. The computer-assisted
environment should be designed to act as a consultant for
the designer and other members of the CE team. The
environment should allow input from individual team
members to the designer and other members (Orady and
Shareef 1993).

Considering a computational system as a product, based
on some CE aspects previously mentioned, the decisions
made in the early stages of the system development are the
most important ones. Among them, the choice of the
implementation approach can be seen as of paramount

importance. For depending on this choice, the whole
project would more likely succeed. Therefore, here it is
explained why the choice was for the Expert System
approach rather than other AI techniques.

Firstly, the system general requirements are defined and
then how they were met through the chosen approach. One
of the most important aspects to be accomplished was to
achieve a rapid prototype, this was due to the short
development time available. Therefore, the approach to be
chosen should offer a reliable way to solve a design
activity, rather than to create an excessively challenging
problem from the computational perspective, because
design activity on its own already presents a considerable
challenge. In other words, the theoretical foundation of the
approach should be well established to tackle similar
problems.

The computational system aimed to provide a clear
explanation about the solutions it proposes. This feature is
fundamental to the design task due to its
comprehensiveness. Also because the type and number of
entities involved in the design process increase the task
complexity, the explanation facility becomes one of the
key aspects to be taken into account.

The availability of a reliable implementation tool was
also an important point. The tool should allow easy
expansion, modular development, compatibility with
different operating systems and a friendly learning process
in terms of programming. Because a non-reliable tool
would jeopardize the whole development and potential use.

In the conceptual design stage, the designer deals, at
first, more with qualitative attributes than quantitative
parameters, therefore the chosen approach should provide
straightforward symbolic manipulation.

Based on the above four points, (i.e. rapid prototype,
explanation facility, implementation tool and symbolic
manipulation), it was decided to implement the system
through an expert system approach, using CLIPS as
implementation tool (Giarratano and Riley 1994). Having
defined this point, it was clear that the great complexity of
a design task could not be modeled using only Rule-Based
paradigm, therefore a decision was made to use the COOL
module (CLIPS Object Oriented Language) which allows
application of fundamental properties, such as inheritance,
abstraction and assembly relationships (Silva and Cheung
1997). This decision proved to be one of the key points to
guarantee the prototype successful implementation.

Justification for Hydraulics

Despite its well established theoretical basis, the expert
system approach is not applicable to all areas, in additional
to that CE projects also must embrace certain aspects in
order to be properly carried out. Therefore, in this research
project an area had to be chosen to satisfy both
considerations. Next, some justifications which support the
adequacy of applying hydraulic systems design for this
development:
� Hydraulic systems modeling and analysis have a well



established theory, this aspect makes the area applicable to
Concurrent Engineering Projects, which are more suitable
for so-called conventional technologies (Wilson 1991).
� Hydraulic systems are defined by their components,
each one has a specific function in the system. This aspect
makes a close relationship between the system functional
structure and its physical model, and also it eases the
application of Object-Oriented Techniques in computer
support tools.
� Due to the great extent of this field, the most important
product aspects (design for maintenance, cost, assembly,
safety, reliability, and so forth) can be directly included in
the support system, or they can be considered through
guidelines. Those general aspects are found in whatever
class of product. Thus, the prototype would not be
restricted by the product simplicity which could prevent
the system further expansion.
� There is a close analogy among hydraulic, pneumatic
and electrical systems. Thus a computational environment
for hydraulic systems may be relatively easy to adapt to
design other kinds of system.
� As a branch of mechatronics, hydraulics is a product
oriented area, thus the market issues also play an important
role in this field (Buur 1990).

In its 50th anniversary issue, Hydraulics & Pneumatics
Magazine presented a comprehensive overview of areas on
which fluid power has given a substantial contribution.
They range from mining, construction, machine tools,
aerospace, agriculture etc.. The issue also presented some
examples of how design plays a vital role in fluid power
area, such as: packing high power into small space as the
essence of coal mining equipment, where reliability is also
of great importance, for unscheduled maintenance cannot
be tolerated. In response to these demands, equipment
designers relay more and more on integrated hydraulic
circuits (IHCs) for underground mining equipment. IHCs
combine valves and other components into single manifold
block to save space, eliminate much of the interconnecting
hose, tubing, and fitting otherwise required, and enhance
maintenance. When a malfunction does occur, technicians
simply replace an IHC manifold rather than troubleshoot
the entire system to find the faulty component. Reliability
is also improved by eliminating the number of hose
assemblies and line-mounted valves used- components
subject to heavy wear and tear in rugged mining conditions
(Schneider and Hitchcox 1998).

Based on the aspects necessary to properly design
hydraulic systems, it becomes evident that such activity
involves a considerable degree of expertise, which is not
always available in an acceptable cost and time scale. This
means that a decision making supporting tool could
facilitate the interaction with the expert, or even educate an
inexperienced engineer on the field. Therefore, there are
clear benefits of applying the expert system approach to
hydraulic system design, some of which are presented as
follows (Sargent, Burton and Westman 1988):
1. More efficient, consistent, predictable circuit designs,
including appropriate applications of special-purpose

and/or energy efficient components;
2. Total integration of computer technology into hydraulic
circuit design and analysis precluding the necessity (in
some situations at least) of prototype hardware and
laboratory testing (if used in conjunction with existing
CAD programs);
3. Efficient use of the designer’s time freeing him to
concentrate on more esoteric and unusual designs;
4. Better understanding by both the expert and the
neophyte designer of the human decision-making process
used in circuit design (educational tool);
5. Preservation of design knowledge that otherwise would
be lost through attrition, retirement or death;
6. The ability to modify the knowledge base as new
components or circuit design techniques are developed.

In the context of this research project, a prototype was
developed using as much as possible a modular approach
to consider different aspects of the design process, such as
hydraulic system configuration, system sizing, component
selection, guidelines about maintenance, safety and so on.
Thus the design process can be systematized based on the
different load attributes used for different modules. The
limitations of a system developed with this method is
virtually defined only by the knowledge base size, not its
structure. As the knowledge base evolves in an incremental
pattern (Gonzalez and Dankel 1993), the present
limitations due to time constraint for implementation were
only temporary and not fundamental, i.e. they did not
compromise further enhancements. As the project
demonstrated,  the knowledge base gradually increased in
terms of rules, message-handlers and classes throughout
the development process without changing the structure
early defined (Silva 1998).

Prototype System Description

From the above points, it becomes clear how complex and
comprehensive the development of computational system
for hydraulics can be. In addition, several researches have
been done by different institutions and some commercial
packages have been developed to explore this potentiality.
Most researches have concentrated on the methodological
aspects of computational tools for hydraulics and on the
detailed points related to dynamic modeling and simulation
of hydraulic systems. Specially this second point has been
receiving greater attention from the research community.
This project, however, presents detailed implementation
aspects related to a design tool and more preliminary
points as far as simulation is concerned, and thus, it does
complement previous researches.

Similarly to the characteristics for a computational
environment to support CE teams, to accomplish all the
features requested for a computational package for
hydraulics is a multi-task project which would require a
team effort of years, or even decades, to be satisfactorily
concluded. Therefore, although the present work directly
addresses some important features (e.g.: User-friendly
interface; Rapid production and reconfiguration of circuit



layout; Expert assistance; and Rapid dynamic and steady-
state solutions), it does not embrace all characteristics,
rather the criterion here was to establish a framework
sufficiently expandable, robust and modular to serve as a
basis for integrated projects in this area, but at the same
time supporting the solution of key sub-problems listed
above.

This section shows a brief description of the
computational support tool. The system is a result of a
research project (Silva 1998), developed through a
collaboration scheme between Federal University of Santa
Catarina (UFSC), Brazil, and Lancaster University, in
England. The project aimed to conceive a prototype in
order to demonstrate the integration of Expert System,
Design Methodology and Fluid Power. This integration
resulted in a unique tool addressing some aspects not fully
considered in the conventional process of designing fluid
power systems, mainly for bringing a Concurrent
Engineering perspective to this area. The prototype overall
functional structure is depicted in figure 1, it includes the
user interface and knowledge base framework.

As shown in figure 1, through a reasoning process,
based on well established design principles, a machine list
of requirements, mapped unto a set of load objects,
activates their corresponding rules. These rules define a set
of working principles, i.e. circuit objects, necessary to
accomplish each load. It is known that some combinations
of load attributes can be matched by different types of
circuits, for example types bleed-off and meter-in flow
control circuits can satisfy the same attribute combination,
though they are functionally different working principles.

Thus, for a specific set of loads different solutions can be
obtained. Therefore the prototype combines all circuit
objects, accordingly, to generate schemes that satisfy the
overall machine functionality.

In the present stage, the prototype is capable of
designing several hydraulic systems based on the user’s
specifications of the qualitative and quantitative load
attributes. It handles the requirements to generate
alternative solutions, combining 29 types of actuation
circuits and 5 types of power supply circuits, each one with
a specific functionality, description and set of components.

As figure 1 shows, the knowledge base is platform
independent, i.e. it can be used in different operating
system versions. This aspect was one of the key points in
the development, for it allowed to separate the parts only
related to knowledge manipulation from I/O functions.

Once the schemes, represented by hydraulic system
objects, are created, they can be analyzed from different
perspectives, depending on the user's requirement.
Although the user is relatively unrestricted to continue the
design, for example to include quantitative parameters, the
prototype recommends a next step which corresponds to
investigate and compare the different design solutions. As
the prototype automatically generates all objects
representation in HTML format (Silva and Dawson 1997c),
the design solution analysis is performed in a user friendly
form via an INTERNET browser, as shown in a snapshot
presented in figure 2. This figure presents one of the
alternative hydraulic system diagrams, in this case three
alternatives are available as shown on the left window. The
diagram displays two actuation circuits, to accomplish a
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Figure 1- Prototype Structure



certain load set attribute combination, and one power
supply circuit, by definition common to all alternatives but
easily replaced, as shown later.

In figure 2, each circuit diagram is a hyperlink which
points to a corresponding HTML file, containing textual
and graphical description of the circuit applicability,
explanation of its choice, related load description (input by
the user), list of components, sizing parameters (cylinder
area, motor/ pump displacement, flow, etc.) in case the
user also includes quantitative attributes. Here, the file also
presents some links to key component files. Thus, the user
freely searches through the solutions similarly to navigate
on the INTERNET.

In order to summarize the prototype description, its
present functionality can be listed on the following items:
1. Prompts the user to respond interactively to determine
the machine requirements in a friendly form, i.e. without
requiring specific knowledge on hydraulics.
2. Automatically generates, based on well proven
principles of circuit design, a set of feasible circuits for
consideration by the designer.
3. Allows the preliminary ranking among alternative

solutions from general attributes.
4. Allows the change of Power Supply unit, redefining
the component lists.
5. Calculates the power supply demand based on load
attributes (force, speed, torque, etc.).
6. Handles servo-hydraulic circuits as feasible
alternatives.
7. Generates topological dynamic models for simulation
tailored for a specific simulation package (Silva, Bennett
and Counsell 1997).
8. Displays the circuit schematics and descriptions
through automatically generated HTML pages which can
also be viewed via an INTERNET browser.
9. Offers a fluid selection tool, database type, through
which the user can search via keyword combination (e.g.
fire and mining). Obtaining as result a list of suitable fluid
types with their ISO specification, applicable and non-
applicable areas. This is a vital aspect for maintenance,
because over half of all hydraulic system problems have
been traced directly to the oil (Esposito 1997).

Since the project start up the system applicability was
defined to target two types of users (Silva and Dawson

Figure 2- Example of HTML output automatically created.



1997a), a novitiate engineer and an expert designer. For a
novitiate engineer (or student) without expertise in
hydraulics, the system would provide a better
understanding of the design process and some guidelines in
hydraulics, and for the experts, the system would empower
them with more freedom of choice, a quicker start-up in
terms of generating alternative solutions for the design
problem, a facility to balance in a much broader way
general criteria for the design at the conceptual design
stage and also provide a tool to automatically develop the
basic calculations. Therefore, more time would be
available for other activities, e.g. a better analysis. An
overview of the knowledge acquisition process,
demonstrating the interaction with expert designers, is
presented in (Silva and Dawson 1998b).

As mentioned, the prototype directly addresses some
concurrent engineering aspects, so far, three factors
received greater attention: power supply unit analysis,
multi-criteria ranking tool, sizing circuits and components
facility. Next, these factors are briefly described and how
their early consideration in the design process can also
contribute to enhance maintenance awareness.

Power Supply Circuit Analysis
Due to its inherent importance, the power supply circuit
deserved a special attention compared to the other circuits.

As previously mentioned, the object generated to model
the power supply function "belongs" to all design
alternatives. By definition, it has default values for its
attributes, such as, component list, description and model.
However, considering the great variety of possible circuits
to accomplish this function (i.e. circuits with different
types and numbers of pumps, with or without
accumulators, etc.) and because of its relevance for the
hydraulic system design, it is necessary to provide means
to modify the default option offered by the prototype. This
procedure is explained as follows.

As figure 3 shows, there is a cycle in terms of interaction
between the user and the prototype system. As follows, the
user specifies the load information to the prototype system,
i.e. qualitative and quantitative attributes of the load set.
Based on its knowledge base, the prototype reasons on the
load attributes, creates the system, circuit and component
objects to accomplish the input load set, instructs the user
to launch the browser, which automatically displays
HTML files regarding the results from the reasoning
process.

Through the analysis of the file corresponding to the
power supply circuit, the user is suggested to check the
allowable alternatives. They are easily accessed via
hyperlinks  which point to predefined files that explain
each alternative separately. Each of the files contains a
graphical representation of the corresponding circuit as
well as notes regarding general aspects, such as efficiency,
cost, safety and so on. The options are also exposed in the
comparative form as described in figure 4.

Figure 4- Some Power Supply Circuit Options.

 After studying the options, the user can change
according to his/her decision on which option is more
appropriate to that specific application. Once the choice is
made, the prototype changes the power supply circuit
object, automatically redefines some of its slots, as well as
the entire component list for all system objects, in other
words, all component objects are recreated because the
alternative power units differ also in their number and type
of components. By providing this facility, the prototype
empowers the user, even an experienced engineer, with a
greater freedom of choice, at the conceptual design stage.
Clearly, this approach brings to the design activity a
concurrent engineering aspect, not too common in the field
of hydraulics.

It should be emphasized that the proper choice of the
power supply circuit, e.g. selecting a variable displacement
pump with accumulator to save energy, reduce heat
generation and shock in high velocity flow lines when

Prototype System

HTML files

HTML files

HTML files
User’s
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Figure 3- User and Prototype Interaction.



more appropriate, directly contributes to design a better,
more maintainable hydraulic system. Although, the final
decision depends upon the user's expertise, definitely the
prototype acts as a decision making supporting tool, for it
prompts easily accessible guidelines in a very user-friendly
form.

Multi-Criteria Ranking Tool
Another aspect that helps to bring about a concurrent
engineering perspective is the facility to rank the created
alternatives according to some criteria, such as: power
efficiency, cost effectiveness, easy maintenance, easy
operation and precision. The types of attributes were
defined based on an expert’s advice. The chosen number is
just for the sake of implementation, and in terms of
methodology there is no limitation.

To implement such facility in the prototype, the
developer submitted a comparative table, considering all
the circuits presently modeled in the knowledge base to
different experts, the circuits were grouped according to
their functionality in a way that they were considered
possible alternatives. The experts were requested to define
score, using a fuzzy set (very high, high, medium, low,
very low) for representing the values in each attribute. The
experts’ answers were compiled and included in the
knowledge base, where every attribute also has its
corresponding numerical value.

In order to rank the alternative solutions, the system
presents a scale where weights for the above mentioned
criteria are defined. Once the weights are defined by the
user, the prototype executes a weighting sum for each
hydraulic system, considering only those circuits related to
loads with more than one option. This process sets a rank
for each system object. After this definition, the prototype
creates a ranking array, with all system-ids ranks in a
decreasing order.

Although this methodology is quite simple, it does
present the opportunity to take into account a comparison
of alternatives based on general attributes. By no means is
it an absolute comparison, for different experts and users
can provide different values for the attributes and weights
respectively. However, this only reflects the inherent
comprehensiveness of the design task, mainly when
considered in a concurrent engineering perspective.

Once implemented, this facility was submitted to
experts’ opinions, through free tests and demonstrations,
and it received a general approval. Despite its empirical
development, i.e. based on the knowledge engineer’s
background and experts’ inputs, this facility does agree
with trends which present the importance of performing
evaluation at the early stages of the design process and
adds another concurrent engineering facet to the prototype.

The facility also brings attention to compare, even in the
early stages of the design process, maintenance to other
attributes. Here again a selection of a simpler circuit when
appropriate can contribute to a more maintainable system.

Sizing Circuits and Components Facility
As previously emphasized, in a concurrent engineering
context, the time-to-market is as important as the product
quality. Therefore, one of the primary functions of the
prototype is to provide a facility to speed up the design
process. In hydraulic system design, a great amount of time
is spent in performing calculations for sizing several parts
of the system, e.g. components, pipes, etc.. Thus, if those
calculations were managed by a computational tool, this
would strongly benefit the whole design process. Hence,
this section describes how the process of sizing circuits and
components, albeit in a basic form, was implemented.

The process of sizing makes a direct use of the object
oriented techniques. Here, the property of abstraction was a
key aspect to implement the process, for the overall sizing
of different components, each type with its specific set of
equations and guidelines, is abstracted in a higher level, i.e.
in the circuit class. The basic principle is that if a circuit
representing a sub-function of the system is preliminarily
sized, the ideal numerical values for its general attributes
are defined even without choosing its real components.
Thus, it is possible to “send” those values to its
corresponding component objects in a later stage. In order
to model such process, another important property applied
was polymorphism (Gonzalez and Dankel 1993), for
different classes were modeled to handle the same message
with different procedures.

The first step to size a hydraulic system is to define the
supply pressure set-up, because this value directly affects
the dimensions of components and pipes, as well as other
aspects of the system, such as filter life and maintenance
degree. In order to support this task, different knowledge
sources, i.e. technical literature and experts, were
examined. Although there existed some common ground, a
true consensus among the sources was not achieved.
Therefore, the approach implemented here considers all
information gathered from the sources, displays it to the
user, offers a pressure range (between 100 and 315 bar)
and transfers the decision to the user.

In hydraulic system design, the definition of the supply
pressure is considered one of the first compromising
decisions, for it directly influences power consumption,
heat generation, components sizing, etc.. Through this
approach, the user is made aware of several aspects
necessary to defined the pressure operational set up,
including consideration about application area, cost and
maintenance.

Furthermore, after the overall sizing when the total
power requested is calculated, the prototype offers a
chance to the user to figure out which is the most
appropriate power supply option, based on general
guidelines relating type of unit with power range. This
facility also contributes to the system maintainability.



Conclusion

Despite its short development time, the prototype clearly
contributes to add a concurrent engineering perspective to
an area of great impact in many application areas. The
prototype development had influence from industrial and
academic experts during its implementation and validation
(Silva and Dawson 1998). Albeit limited, its structure has
proved to be expandable, robust and modular to allow
further enhancements. One of these areas is to add a
maintenance guideline attribute to each component and
circuit type, this attribute will be placed to the user as soon
as the circuit and component objects are created. Thus, it
will enhance the awareness towards maintenance since the
conceptual stages of the design process. It should be
pointed out that such facility will not request a great
change in the knowledge base, rather it needs only an add-
on feature for some classes plus adequate message-
handlers to properly display the guidelines.

In order to demonstrate the system expandability, a
troubleshooting module was developed using CLIPS I/O
functions, but not integrated with the prototype (Silva and
Dawson 1998).

During its development, the prototype was exposed  to
the industrial sector, through technical visits to component
manufacturers; participation at scientific events and trading
exhibitions (such as H&P Show in Pittsburgh, November
97 and Mecanica Fair, São Paulo, May 98).

As a result of the receptivity from those contacts, CERTI
Foundation, a Technological Incubator, has identified the
market potential for this system and is supporting the
establishment of a Technology Based Enterprise in Santa
Catarina state, Brazil, to develop computational systems
for hydraulics and pneumatics.
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